ASK A VET

SHOW A VET

Has the US Govt. ever declared Americans the enemy?
The 1933 Emergency Banking Act used part of the 1917 War Powers
Act to declare Americans enemies of their own government for
hoarding gold which had to be turned in or face up to 10 years in
prison. (State of emergency still in effect!)

Have wars been always waged to protect our freedom?
Marine Corp Major General and American hero, Smedley Butler,
exposed a coup in Congress and is the most ever decorated
marine learned otherwise. His book “War is a Racket” is must
reading.

Can a veteran expect truth from the establishment?
Sure, if you discount being lied to about WMD’s, numerous other
false flags, the safety of using depleted uranium and Agent Orange.
Just to name a few.

Can veterans expect promises to be honored?
Sure, if you overlook numerous VA Hospital horror stories, and if
you ignore lack of suicide prevention and rampant over medicating.
Veterans must also discount historical facts such as the burning out
and murdering of veterans of the “bonus army” by the government in
1932. They simply were camped across the Potomac River from the
Capitol, demanding the promised 1917 enlistment bonus still unpaid
some 15 years later.
So veterans, read on, contemplate, and learn of “Treaty of Peace 2020”

A Trip Down Memory Lane
In Bizarro World
Trip: Pages 2-9

Remedy Begins: Page 10

1917 – The West Virginia Pocahontas Times
[Slave Mentality Acknowledged]
Sit down and shut up?
Did the men who pledged
their lives, fortunes, and
sacred honor trust their
government and expect
their posterity to do the
same?
Silence Is Consent!

But wait! One week later, there is more, much more!

And did they “receive the most careful and considerate
attention” after waiting 15 years for their promised 1917
enlistment bonus?
Here was Washington’s considerate attention!

Some were killed!

Major General Smedley Butler, "In the World War I a mere handful garnered the profits
of the conflict, at least 21,000 new millionaires and billionaires were made in the United
States during the world war. That many admitted their huge blood gains in their income
taxes. How many other millionaires falsified their tax returns no one knows"
"Our boys were sent off to die with beautiful ideals painted in front of them. No one told
them that dollars and cents were the real reason they were marching off to kill and die."
Smedley Butler video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blhHuX1KSGw
Smedley Butler’s book – War Is A Racket! (Downloadable in PDF)

Hermann Goering at the Nuremburg Trials, "Naturally, the common people don’t want war.
Neither in Russia nor in England nor in America, nor for that matter in Germany. That is
understood. The people can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you
have to do is tell them they are being attacked and denounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism
and exposing the country to danger. It works the same way in any country."

Are we supposed to sit down and shut up?
1863 West Virginia Constitution
2-6. Freedom of speech (Is it really?)
“No law abridging freedom of speech or of the press shall be passed;
but the Legislature may provide for the restraint and punishment of
the publishing and vending of obscene books, papers and pictures, and
of libel and defamation of character, and for the recovery, in civil
actions, by the aggrieved party, of suitable damages for such libel or
defamation. Attempts to justify and uphold an armed invasion of the
State, or an organized insurrection therein, during the continuance of
such invasion or insurrection, by publicly speaking, writing or
printing, or by publishing or circulating such writing or printing, may
be, by law, declared a misdemeanor, and punished accordingly.”

1872 West Virginia Constitution
3-7. Freedom of speech and press guaranteed.
“No law abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, shall be
passed; but the Legislature may, by suitable penalties, restrain the
publication or sale of obscene books, papers, or pictures, and provide
for the punishment of libel, and defamation of character, and for the
recovery, in civil actions, by the aggrieved party, of suitable damages
for such libel, or defamation.”
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Look at what was rightly REMOVED from the 1863
Constitution! Nine years later, the people of West Virginia
realized that the ESTABLISHMENT had snookered the states.
The people demanded a new constitution. The 1872
Constitution attempted to provide individual and state
protections. Political control had flipped from Lincoln’s,
“Republican Party”, to the opposition’s “Democrat Party.”
Strange juxtaposition? No! Realize Thomas Jefferson’s, “tree
of liberty” was a liberal view (not socialized slavery).
The Declaration of Independence and Thomas Jefferson
notwithstanding, stated that it is our duty to throw off
tyranny! “And what country can preserve its liberties, if its
rulers are not warned from time to time, that this people preserve
the spirit of resistance? Let them take arms." - Thomas
Jefferson, letter to James Madison, December 20, 1787
President Reagan’s words ring true! “The nine most terrifying
words in the English language are: I’m from the government and
I’m here to help.” – President Reagan, August 12, 1986
Has the government gone so far as to declare the people of
the land to be the enemies of their own government? Yes! In
1933, the ESTABLISHMENT tyrannically declared We, the
People, to be the enemies of the government! This violated both
state and national constitutions!
Gold was forcibly confiscated. How? Via the 1933
Emergency Banking Act, a modified “1917 War Powers” or
trading with the enemy act and accompanying Executive
Order 6102.

But who cares about the constitution and the rule of law?
Certainly not the ruling ESTABLISHMENT! What we now
have is US Inc. and 50 subservient State Sub Corporations.
The three branches of West Virginia government
acknowledged this FACT in a unique case in West Virginia
Supreme Court, Case 15-0491! (Information on hudok.info)
A globalist serving, usurping, corporate cabal is draining the
last bit of life’s blood from the Republic. To paint the
picture in any other way is a lie. Truth frees. Lies enslave!
Could the Federal and State Governments be
constitutionally suspend? Take a look at Article 1, Section 3
of West Virginia’s 1872 Constitution…
“The provisions of the Constitution of the United States, and
of this state, are operative alike in a period of war as in time of
peace, and any departure therefrom, or violation thereof,
under the plea of necessity, or any other plea, is subversive of
good government, and tends to anarchy and despotism”

Has it gotten worse? Since 1950, the year of my
birth and the beginning of the Korean “War” (socalled), we have had 17 “unconstitutional wars”,
or 80% of my life. [Only Congress Can Declare
War]

What do we do with the
Declaration of Independence?

Gene, Alicia, Leonard, Keith, and I will
endeavor to continue to shed light and be
watchmen on the wall.
The ordeal has been long and hard. The
sheer volume of pertinent information is
conclusive and overwhelming. To facilitate an
understanding by all who care enough about
their duty to GOD and their posterity,
www.hudok.info has been streamlined.
Is opting into “Treaty of Peace 2020” for you?

With no apologies but many prayers that all
may come to the knowledge of Jesus and the
truth,
"If ye love wealth better than
liberty, the tranquility of servitude better than the
animating contest of freedom, go home from us in
peace. We ask not your counsels or arms. Crouch down
and lick the hands which feed you. May your chains set
lightly upon you, and may posterity forget that ye were
our countrymen." ~ Samuel Adams

Treaty of Peace 2020 - Press Release
In 2018, on December 7, (a day said to “Live in Infamy”) five patriots, Phil Hudok, Gene
Stalnaker, Alicia Lutz-Rolow, Leonard Frank house of Harview and Keith Lawrence
Moore, began on behalf of all Americans, especially the children, a counter-offer to the
flagrant and willful un/non Constitutional actions and inactions of those proclaiming
Lawful and Legitimate Authority by, under, through and pursuant to the Constitution
for the United States of America c1819.
Utilizing the most ancient and time-tested customs of man, these four men and one
woman demanded a showing of proof of legitimacy for the current actions, inactions,
processes, constructs and procedures of the alleged “Lawful and Legitimate Authority.”
Sadly, but not surprisingly, there was no response by the agents! Could it be that while
required to, they didn’t answer because they had no answer?
A good-faith and clean-hands opportunity was graciously afforded to respond and/or
offer proof of their various claims strictly according to the terms in a counter-offer.
Sadly, but not surprisingly, there was again complete silence.
A third and final offer for a full settlement to afford the Americans complete and
absolute remedy was presented in good-faith with clean-hands. This was fully compliant
within the framework of the counter-offer, and also compliant with the ancient customs
of man.
The breaches were then filed in demand and complaint format to an independent third
party in compliance with the counter-offer. They were afforded full opportunity to reply
and appear yet failed to do either.
On August 19, 2019 an award was issued and affirmed that the contract was valid,
enforceable and was procured absent fraud. Further, it affirmed that they failed to
contest or respond at any time during the dispute. The award named 3 remedies
specifically.
It is important to note that the Arbitrator’s Decision and Award is final. No action is
permitted in perpetuity to contest the Arbitration Award in any manner or form.
To view and access what it all means and what you can do, use the following link:
www.hudok.info

if for some reason unavailable, www.scannedretina.com

All Americans will be granted an opportunity to stand-up and demand full settlement of
the award. This is your opportunity to accept the “Free-will” Birth-right granted to all,
by the Creator

Are you a present day Restorer of Free Will, granted by the Creator and espoused by the
Founding Fathers?
More info will be released very soon and opportunities will be afforded to ask any
questions you may have. Join in securing a bright and prosperous future for the next
generation as well as yourselves.
On behalf of all five, let your voices finally be heard loud and clear.
With No Apologies,

